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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  electrochemical  capacitor  of  graphite/activated  carbon  (AC)  using  quaternary  alkyl  ammonium-based
organic  electrolytes  has been  proposed.  The  charge  storage  mechanisms  involve  the  adsorption  of  anions
into  pores  of the  AC  positive  electrode  and  the  intercalation  of  ammonium  cations  into  crystal  lattice  of  the
graphite  negative  electrode,  respectively.  The  intercalation  processes  of  ammonium  cations  have  been
investigated  by  in  situ  XRD  measurements  on  graphite  negative  electrodes  and  the  effect  of  cation  size
eywords:
uaternary alkyl ammonium
raphite
ropylene carbonate
lectrochemical capacitors

has been  intensively  addressed.  Among  the  four  quaternary  alkyl  ammonium  cations,  the  intercalation  of
the  biggest  cation  tetrabutyl  ammonium  demonstrates  the  largest  degree  of  crystal  lattice  expansion  of
graphite,  but  the  best  cycle-ability.  By  contrast,  the  insertion  of  second  big  cation  tetraethyl  ammonium
into  graphite  gives  the smallest  expansion  degree  of  graphite  crystal  lattice,  but  poor  cycle  performance
of  capacitor.  A mechanism  has been  proposed  to explain  the  above  phenomenon.
ntercalation

. Introduction

In the big family of electric energy storage systems, electro-
hemical capacitors are becoming more and more attractive in
any application fields. Traditional electric double-layer capaci-

ors (EDLCs) still prevail in most of the application scope. However,
o meet the needs of both high power and high energy densi-
ies, hybrid capacitors with an asymmetric configuration have been
rawing more and more research attention in recent years. We  have
eveloped activated carbon (AC)/graphite capacitors (AC negative
lectrode, graphite positive electrode) using organic electrolytes,
ay, TEMAPF6 (TEMA, triethylmethyl ammonium) dissolved in
ropylene carbonate (PC) [1–5]. This kind of asymmetrical capac-

tors demonstrate more promise for high energy density utility
s compared with the symmetrical AC/AC capacitors (common
DLCs). If we look at the asymmetric capacitors from another view-
oint, we can get a new kind of capacitors. That is a capacitor
onsisting of a graphite negative electrode and an AC positive
lectrode. Consequently, the charge storage mechanism at the
raphite negative electrode involves the insertion of quaternary

lkyl ammonium (like TEMA+) cation into graphite, while that at the
C positive electrode relates to the adsorption of PF6

− anion. The
uestion whether graphite/AC capacitors using quaternary alkyl
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ammonium-based organic electrolytes can be used in practical
applications aroused our research interest.

Of course, the attempt of graphitic carbon/AC capacitors using
Li+-based electrolytes proved promising [6].  Here the charge stor-
age mechanism at the graphitic carbon negative electrode involves
the Li+ intercalation while at the AC positive electrode relates to
anion adsorption. This capacitor system has the operating volt-
age over 4 V. Moreover, the graphite negative electrode delivers
a high capacity of charge storage. However, there are two big prob-
lems with this capacitor system using Li+-based electrolytes. On
one hand, the risk of Li metal deposition on the negative car-
bon electrode cannot be avoided, which can cause the explosion
of capacitor. On the other hand, the incompatibility between the
graphitic carbon and the Li+–PC electrolytes is also a severe problem
[7,8].

Quaternary alkyl ammonium-based electrolytes obviously
exclude these two  shortcomings of Li+-based electrolytes. At first,
no metal deposition can take place during charge process because
the electrolytes are free of metal ions in the capacitors. Moreover,
since the quaternary alkyl ammonium cations are not so tightly
bonded with solvent molecules in the electrolytes as Li+ [5],  the
co-intercalation of solvent molecules (like PC) together with the
cations into graphite is unlikely to happen. Therefore the dras-
tic decomposition of the solvent molecules in the interlayer space

between the graphene layers and the great exfoliation of graphite
can hardly occur at low potentials of graphite electrode.

In fact, some previous investigations have been performed on
the electrochemical intercalation of quaternary alkyl ammonium

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.10.086
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
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electrode similar to Fig. 2. Here DEDMA represents diethyldimethyl
ammonium.

By contrast, the in situ XRD result of graphite negative elec-
trode using the electrolyte of 1 M TEABF4–PC has big difference
H. Wang, M. Yoshio / Journal of

ations into graphite [9–15]. The consensus appeared that since
uaternary alkyl ammonium is large enough to expand the inter-

ayer spaces between graphene layers significantly, the drastic
olume expansion may  cause big stress in graphite particles and
hus deteriorate the cycle performance of graphite electrode. We
elieve this anticipation lacks the systematic investigations on the
ffect of quaternary alkyl ammonium cations. In this paper, the fea-
ibility of graphite/AC capacitors has been investigated by typical
lectrochemical methods in connection with the in situ XRD mea-
urements. The influence of quaternary alkyl ammonium-based
lectrolytes has been addressed in detail.

. Experimental

PW15M13130 (AC from Kureha Co. Ltd.) and KS6 (graphite
rom Timcal Co. Ltd.) were chosen as the positive and negative
lectrode materials for capacitors, respectively. Some physical
roperties of PW15M13130 and KS6 have been described in
he past reports [2,3]. The weight ratio of graphite to AC was
enerally kept at 1. From the pore size distribution result of the
C (PW15M13130), most of the pores have the size near 1 nm.
he electrolytes employed in this study were denoted as 1 M or
.5 M X-BF4 dissolved in PC (X stands for the cation type). The
ell fabrication, glove box conditions and in situ XRD procedures
ere the same as those described in the past reports [2–5]. The

alvanostatic charge–discharge tests of the coin cell were generally
erformed at the constant current density of 0.4 mA  cm−2. The
ut-off voltages were set as 0 and 3.5 V. Charge storage ability
f the total capacitor (coin cell) was expressed in the terms of
apacity (mAh g−1). The capacity values were calculated according
o the following formula: Q = IT/w+ (I, constant current (mA); T, the
ime for charge or discharge between cut-off voltages (h); w+, the
eight of AC positive electrode (g)).

Computational calculation with the Gaussian09 program pack-
ge was performed to evaluate the HOMO (highest occupied
olecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular

rbital) energy values of these quaternary alkyl ammonium cations.
he geometries of quaternary alkyl ammonium cations were fully
ptimized without symmetry constraints by the density functional
heory (DFT) method, with hybrid Beck’s three-parameter func-
ional and Lee–Yang–Parr functional (B3LYP). The 6-311G (d,p)
asis set was used for all the atoms.

. Results and discussion

The cycle performance of the graphite/AC and AC/graphite
apacitors using the electrolyte of 1 M TEMABF4–PC is shown in
ig. 1. The discharge capacity delivered by graphite/AC capacitor
rops down more remarkably with cycles as compared with that
f AC/graphite capacitor. The poor cycle-ability seems to prove
hat the graphite/AC capacitor is not applicable in practical indus-
ry. This shortcoming probably comes from the deterioration of
raphite electrode as suggested in the previous study [15]. As a
atter of fact, the ionic size of TEMA+ is bigger than that of BF4

−. So
t is expected that the intercalation of TEMA+ into the of graphite
lectrode cause more severe volume expansion in crystal lattice
han that of BF4

−.
In situ XRD measurement is a powerful technique to investigate

he charge storage mechanism of ions in the graphite electrode.
ig. 2 shows the in situ XRD patterns of the graphite negative
lectrode in the graphite/AC capacitor using the electrolyte of 1 M
BABF4–PC (TBA stands for tetrabutyl ammonium). There is almost

o change in the (0 0 2) peak of graphite (26.5◦) until 2.7 V dur-

ng the charge process. As the cell voltage rises up to 2.9 V, a small
eak appears at a lower diffraction angle. With the increase in cell
oltage, this peak grows up in the intensity and shifts to lower
Fig. 1. Cycle performance of the graphite/AC and AC/graphite capacitors using the
electrolyte of 1 M TEMABF4–PC.

diffraction angles. At the same time, the intensity of (0 0 2) peak of
graphite becomes weaker and two new diffraction peaks appear at
higher diffraction angles. One is close to the (0 0 2) peak of graphite.
Another weak peak locates at diffraction angles higher than 30◦.
These new diffraction peaks provide a profound evidence of the
stage formation of the cation-graphite intercalation compound
during charge process. The electrolytes of 1 M DEDMABF4 and
TEMABF4–PC give series of in situ XRD patterns of graphite negative
Fig. 2. In situ XRD patterns of the graphite negative electrode in the initial charge
process of a graphite/AC capacitor using the electrolytes of 1 M TBABF4–PC. The
capacitor voltages rise in the following order: OCV (open circuit-voltage), 1.9 V, 2.3 V,
2.7  V, 2.9 V, 3.1 V, 3.3 V, 3.4 V, 3.5 V.
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Fig. 3. In situ XRD patterns of the graphite negative electrode in the initial charge
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rocess of a graphite/AC capacitor using the electrolytes of 1 M TEABF4–PC. The
apacitor voltages rise in the following order: OCV, 1.9 V, 2.3 V, 2.7 V, 2.9 V, 3.1 V,
.3  V, 3.5 V, 3.7 V, 3.9 V.

ith those corresponding to other quaternary alkyl ammonium–PC
lectrolytes. Here TEA is the abbreviation of tetraethyl ammonium.
ig. 3 shows the in situ XRD patterns of the graphite negative elec-
rode in the graphite/AC capacitor using the electrolyte of 1 M
EABF4–PC. During the initial charge process of the capacitor, the
hange in the XRD patterns at first is reflected by the significant
ecrease in the intensity of graphite (0 0 2) peak when the cell volt-
ge rises up to over 2.7 V. This trend is the same as that reported in
he previous study [15]. As the cell voltage gets higher than 3.1 V,
wo broad diffraction peaks appear at both sides of the (0 0 2) peak
f graphite, which phenomenon has not been found before [15].
hese two peaks deviate apart from the (0 0 2) peak of graphite
espectively and the intensities of these two new peaks become a
ittle stronger along with the rise in cell voltage. At the same time,
he (0 0 2) peak of graphite becomes weaker. The presence of new

iffraction peaks besides (0 0 2) peak of graphite in the in situ XRD
atterns is somehow different from the result in the previous study.
e deliberately charged the capacitor to high cell voltages until

.9 V to make sure of the new diffraction peaks. At 3.9 V, the (0 0 2)

able 1
n situ XRD results of the graphite negative electrode in the graphite/AC capacitor using d

Electrolyte: 1 M 1 M 

X-BF4 dissolved in PC DEDMA TEMA 

Ionic radius of cation X [nm] 0.313 0.327 

Stage  initiation voltage [V] 2.3 2.3 

Diffraction peaks at 3.5 V [◦] 23.01 (�) 22.68 (�) 

26.56 26.61 

27.62  27.55 

nderline value is residual (002) peak of the graphite phase.
r Sources 200 (2012) 108– 112

peak of graphite at 26.5◦ does not exist in the XRD pattern. Instead,
two broad peaks can be clearly observed at about 24.2 and 30.4◦,
respectively.

In the case of 1.5 M LiBF4–PC electrolyte, the appearance of new
peaks can be hardly seen during the charge process although we
have raised the cell voltage to 4.1 V, only the irreversible decrease
in the intensity of graphite (0 0 2) peak takes place in the in situ XRD
measurements.

Table 1 summarizes the in situ XRD results of the graphite
negative electrode in the graphite/AC capacitor using these elec-
trolytes. To correlate with the cation effect, the ionic radius values
picked up from previous reports have also be included in this table
[16,17].  Here, we  have coined a term of “stage initiation voltage”
to stand for the cell voltage at which the new diffraction peaks
other than graphite (0 0 2) peak begin to appear (stage formation
of cation-graphite intercalation compound). The stage initiation
voltages corresponding to the cations rank in the following order:
DEDMA+ ∼ TEMA+ < TBA+ < TEA+ < Li+–PC. Generally speaking, the
bigger cation gets more difficult to intercalate into graphite, thus
the stage initiation voltage becomes higher. However, the slug-
gish stage initiation voltage for TEA+–graphite is very unique as
compared with other quaternary alkyl ammonium–graphite inter-
calation compounds. The absence of new diffraction peaks in the
case of Li+–PC electrolyte can be easily understood in the terms
of the co-intercalation of PC molecules with Li+ into graphite. PC
inserted into graphite crystal lattice may  be decomposed before
the stage formation of intercalation compounds and the resulting
gas may  destroy the crystal structure of graphite. It should be noted
that the Stocks ionic radius value of 0.408 nm is chosen to stand for
PC solvated Li+ instead of the crystallographic value of 0.076 nm
(naked Li+).

We also listed in Table 1 the diffraction peaks of graphite
negative electrode at the cell voltage of 3.5 V of the graphite/AC
capacitor using these electrolytes. The peak at lower diffrac-
tion angles (<26.5◦) in each XRD pattern is the most important
parameter to evaluate the intercalation behavior of cations into
graphite since it correlates with the expansion extent in the
interlayer distance between graphene layers. We  name this peak
as “�” peak. The bigger the dimension expansion happens in
the interlayer distance (intercalation of bigger cation), the lower
diffraction angle the � peak locates. The order of � peak posi-
tions corresponding to the quaternary alkyl ammonium cations is:
TBA+ < TEMA+ < DEDMA+ < TEA+. As we  can expect, the intercalation
of the biggest cation (TBA+) leads to the largest volume expansion in
crystal lattice of graphite. However, instead of smaller cations like
DEDMA+ or TEMA+, the intercalation of TEA+ into graphite causes
the least volume expansion in the crystal lattice of graphite.

It is commonly believed that the big volume change in the crystal
lattice during ions intercalation/de-intercalation is the main reason
for the cracking in electrode material. This fact is directly responsi-

ble for the failure in charge storage of the electrode material after
long cycles of charge/discharge. Thus from the � peak position in
the in situ XRD results of the graphite negative electrode, we can
predict the cycle performance of graphite/AC capacitor using the

ifferent electrolytes.

1 M 1 M 1.5 M
TEA TBA Li

0.343 0.415 0.408
3.1 2.9
24.73 (�) 22.45 26.5
26.5 26.76 (Graphite (0 0 2))
(Graphite (0 0 2)) 31.3
29.64
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ig. 4. Comparison of the cycle performance of (−) graphite/AC (+) capacitor in the
lectrolytes of X-BF4 dissolved in PC (X stands for Li+, DEDMA+, TEMA+, TEA+, and
BA+).

uaternary alkyl ammonium-based electrolytes ranks in the order
f TBA+ < TEMA+ < DEDMA+ < TEA+.

Fig. 4 compares the cycle performance of graphite/AC capacitor
n the electrolytes of X-BF4 dissolved in PC (X stands for the cations
f Li+, DEDMA+, TEMA+, TEA+, and TBA+). For all these electrolytes,
he discharge capacity of the capacitor generally becomes smaller
s the cycle number increases. However, the fading tendencies
n discharge capacity using these electrolytes are quite different.
he cycle-ability (retention extent in the discharge capacity with
ycles) of the capacitor ranks in the following order of cations:
BA+ > TEMA+ > DEDMA+ > TEA+ > Li+. The worst cycle performance
emonstrated in the case of LiBF4–PC can be well understood
ince PC-solvated Li+ intercalates into the graphite negative elec-
rode and decompose to break the crystal lattice of graphite in the
harge process. This can be verified by the irreversible decrease in
he (0 0 2) peak density of graphite during the in situ XRD mea-
urement. To our surprise, the order in the cycle-ability of the
apacitor using the quaternary alkyl ammonium-based electrolytes
s just contrary to the prediction from the � peak positions in the
n situ XRD results. The biggest cation (TBA+), which can expand
he interlayer distance most significant during intercalation into
raphite, contributes to the most satisfactory cycle performance
f the capacitor. On the other hand, TEA+, which can expand
he interlayer distance to the lowest extent, provides the infe-
ior cycle performance among all the quaternary alkyl ammonium
ations.

Besides the expansion degree of crystal lattice during a cation
ntercalation into a graphite negative electrode, there are other
actors may  also influence the cycle-ability of the graphite elec-
rode. One of them is likely to be the tolerance of quaternary alkyl
mmonium cation towards cathodic reduction. The work of Ue
t al. has shown that TBA+ is more cathodically stable than other
maller cations (Table IV in Ref. [18]). This conclusion coincides
ith our computational calculation results as listed in Table 2. The
UMO energy values of these quaternary alkyl ammonium cations
ank in the following order: TBA+ > TEA+ > TEMA+ > DEDMA+, in
ccordance with their abilities against cathodic reduction. It may

able 2
OMO and LUMO energy values of some quaternary alkyl ammonium cations.

DEDMA+ TEMA+ TEA+ TBA+

LUMO [eV] −3.528 −3.377 −3.145 −2.742
HOMO [eV] −14.096 −13.823 −13.643 −12.170
Fig. 5. Comparison of cycle performance of the AC/graphite and graphite/AC capac-
itors using the electrolyte of 1 M TBABF4–PC.

be a strong proof for the extraordinarily stable cycle life of
the graphite/AC capacitor using the TBA+-based electrolyte. We
believe that the delicate compromise between different factors
including the volume change of graphite crystal lattice and the
cathodic stability of a cation, etc., determines the cycle perfor-
mance of a graphite/AC capacitor at last. However, the rather
poor cycle performance of the graphite/AC capacitor using TEA+-
based electrolyte is an open question. TEA+ is not inferior to
DEDMA+ and TEMA+ in terms of tolerance towards cathodic
reductions. Moreover, the stage formation of intercalation com-
pound for TEA+–graphite is not fluent as shown the in situ XRD
results.

From the viewpoint of cycle performance, the electrolyte of
TBABF4–PC appears the most valuable for the practical application
of the graphite/AC capacitor systems among the electrolytes used in
this study. Actually, the electrolyte of TBABF4–PC is not suitable for
the AC/graphite capacitor at all. As shown in Fig. 5, given the same
electrolyte of 1 M TBABF4–PC, the cycle performance of AC/graphite
capacitor is much poorer than that of graphite/AC capacitor. As to
the reason for the poor cycle-ability of the AC/graphite capacitor
using the electrolyte of TBABF4–PC, we ascribe it to the irreversible
TBA+ “cation trapping” in the micro-pores of AC. Since the size of
TBA+ (roughly estimated to be 0.431 × 2 = 0.862 nm) is very close to
the average pore size of AC (near 1 nm), it is likely that some TBA+

cations entering inside the smaller pores of AC cannot be driven out
during the de-sorption process (corresponding to the discharge of
AC/graphite capacitor), similar to the case in a previous report [19].

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the graphite/AC capacitors using quaternary alkyl
ammonium–PC electrolytes show some promise as an electric
energy storage device. The charge storage mechanism of quater-
nary alkyl ammonium cations at the graphite negative electrode
involves the intercalation of these cations into graphite crystal lat-
tice, which can be observed from the in situ XRD patterns of the
graphite negative electrode during charge process. The size of the
quaternary alkyl ammonium cations plays a very important role
in the electrochemical performance of the capacitor. Within the
four quaternary alkyl ammonium cations (DEDMA+, TEMA+, TEA+,
and TBA+), the biggest cation of TBA+ appears most suitable for the
application in the capacitor because of the good cycle performance
of the capacitor using the electrolyte of TBABF –PC, although the
4
intercalation of TBA+ into graphite expands the interlayer distance
between graphene layers to the biggest extent among these four
cations.
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